FMH Conveyors partners with retail warehouse giant to develop highly
efficient systems for stocking shelves and fulfilling online orders
From traditional warehouse operations to the evolving e-commerce industry,
FMH Conveyors provides solutions for all aspects of business
A large retail warehouse company has been a partner of FMH Conveyors since their inception over 20 years ago. FMH
Conveyors has been instrumental in supporting several important aspects of their business, from the initial start-up of
their very first store to launching their e-commerce business.
Rather than investing in traditional racking for merchandise and internal product marketing, the retail warehouse company opted to take more of a warehouse approach in the layout of their stores. A limited range of products are sold at each
store, which makes it critical to maintain an ample supply of all merchandise on the selling floor at all times. Therefore,
from the beginning, it was important that the company find a solution for efficiently moving product from delivery trucks
to their stockroom and then the sales floor.
Prior to opening their first store, company
management shared their concept with FMH
Conveyors. The obvious solution for each
new store was a Nestaflex flexible powered
conveyor. These conveyors expand, contract,
flex side-to-side and move to fit the needs of
every operation. In addition, they can easily
be moved to different locations and positions. FMH Conveyors’ Nestaflex powered
conveyors would offer each retail warehouse
store the efficiency and versatility it needed
to develop a successful company.
After installing a FMH Conveyors Nestaflex powered conveyor at each new location, it proved after just a short period of
time that it was an ideal solution for the retail warehouse company. Employees were able to efficiently load and unload

product from delivery trucks to store shelves. The process was not labor intensive and resulted in store shelves remaining stocked at all times. The Nestaflex system played a critical role in the successful rollout of the retail warehouse company’s first stores that were opened over 20 years ago. Furthermore, the company continues to turn to FMH Conveyors
to install the same conveyor when adding a new location.
The same retail warehouse company reached out to
FMH Conveyors for assistance with increasing their
e-commerce business. The company was faced with
the challenge to develop an online ordering system
that would offer the same consistency and efficiency
provided at their retail store locations. FMH Conveyors
designed a shipping system complete with MaxxReach
telescopic conveyors servicing the dock doors. The
system is ideal for the large volume of shipments that
go through the fulfillment centers and twelve warehouses, which cross dock over one million pallets a
day. In addition, the MaxxReach telescopic conveyors
offer a narrow footprint, long reach and cantilevered
extension that require minimal floor space.

FMH Conveyors is committed to providing quality equipment and the best solutions that will enable their customers to
maximize their success. They strive to develop long-lasting partnerships and have the opportunity to assist their customers with their evolving strategic goals.
Visit www.fmhconveyors.com

